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Scripture says, “Faith without works is dead” 
Kathy Ireland 

Supermodel turned mogul Kathy Ireland built a licensing empire by lending her name, 
taste and marketing prowess to more than 17,000 products. Ireland, who worked a paper 
route as her first job, was scouted by Elite modeling agency at age 16. She graced Sports 
Illustrated's Swimsuit Issue for 13 consecutive years. She later got her start in business by 
launching a line of socks with Kmart in 1993. 

As business leaders with philanthropic responsibilities, we face beautiful, delicate, challenges balancing 
the collaboration of Faith and “works”. Ours must be a focused walk, that may feel like high wire 
navigation. Personally, achieving the balances required is impossible, without the foundation of Scripture 
in its entirety.  

It is never my intention, as Chair, CEO & owner to impose Christianity on anyone, however, making 
decisions each day requires our company be led with the values of Judeo-Christian ethics, including the 
Biblically inspired, Golden Rule. Team leaders in our company, regardless of Faith and colleagues who are 
agnostic and atheist, embrace and appreciate these ethics, openly, in company dialogues, internal and 
external.  

How would those of us who identify as Christian, leave our Faith at home? Faith lives in our hearts, our 
souls and must never be separated from daily living. Speaking about Faith is at times a struggle for ironic 
reasons. We must not confuse being believers in the Truth, with the commercialization of Jesus Christ. 
People in business, throughout our world, exploit and distort Faith for individual agendas, including 
financial and misguided ones, i.e. replacement theology and revision of Scripture. 

Exponential growth of anti-Semitism is escalating globally, to terrifying levels and Christians are the most 
persecuted religious group on earth, with 260 million Christians facing up to extreme levels of persecution, 
according to Open Doors: World Watch List. There are more than one million Uighur Muslims in China 
targeted by their government and placed in forced labor camps. Christians in North-East Syria risk 
becoming extinct. Rohingya people in Burma continue to be persecuted, in Nigeria, women and children 
are raped and killed for not denying their Faith.  

We must remain alert to attacks on our Faith, be advocates of religious freedom for all and protect 
Christianity from abuses whenever possible in this world of confusion and deception. Ignoring Faith based 
principles in the workplace, allows evil, both subtle and overt to gain power and flourish. When American 
businesses coalesce and use our economic power, the impact is meaningful and sustainable.  

Our company sells many services and thousands of products. People are vulnerable. We must live our 
lives as examples of our beliefs and guard against, unintentionally exploiting our Faith for business. Since 
the last century, a growing, and very concerning doctrine called Prosperity Gospel, falsely claims financial 
blessings and physical well-being are always the will of God. The deceit of this doctrine dictates, if we have 
enough Faith, practice positive thought, as well as speech, and give enough money to the person, 
organization or business who is promoting these beliefs, we’ll be blessed with great riches, “cured” of all 
disease, health challenges and granted a prosperous, trouble-free life… all for the price extorted by the 
seller. It would be heartbreaking if even one person believed, purchasing our products leads to a life 
guaranteeing wealth, health and trouble-free living, especially in these uncertain times. 
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Being alert to dangers, commands us to confidently, bring our Faith to work. We must encourage people 
of all Faiths and anyone with no Faith, to bring peaceful, harmonic expressions of the Golden Rule to every 
situation, including, our businesses. A business trip began my journey of Faith. 

In 1981, after graduating high school, I met the Lord. An unexpected modeling career led to staying at the 
apartment of an agent, in Paris, where I'd lock the door of my room called “the dungeon”. In the middle 
of one night, discomfort, loneliness and anxiety caused me to pick up the Bible, Mom, a new Christian had 
quietly packed. As a rebellious teenager, questioning authority and never having read a Bible, The Word 
opened to the Gospel of Matthew. As I read, life was forever changed. Truth is what I was holding and 
reading, alone in that room. No one in that “dungeon” commanded me to be one Faith, one denomination 
or another. It was only Jesus and me together in “the dungeon”. Instantly, I loved and wanted to follow 
Him. Jesus became my Lord, Savior and best friend. That relationship gave me clarity, conviction, strength 
and peace to walk away from any situation that isn’t peaceful. Even in the infancy of Faith, without doubt, 
our Lord is the only King and Prince of Peace. When confusion reigns, it is not God’s Will.  

Some were hostile, mocking and many still are, for having my Bible at all times. Millions of human beings 
around the globe are suffering violent persecution and even death, for the gift of Faith. As tragedies 
become known, my heart breaks with each atrocity, while remaining grateful for our freedom.  

When Jesus entered my life, changes were instant, some arrived slowly however, life was never the same, 
as the days before experiencing His perfect love. Not only do I want Him to be with me everywhere, 
(particularly in those last century modeling days), I need Him. Regretfully, as a slow learner, I remained a 
baby Christian for far too long, reading God’s Word out of context, having the arrogance to determine 
what parts of Scripture were relevant and which were not, thus seeking to turn God into who I wanted 
Him to be, rather than surrendering to Him, molding me into the person He created, in this life. Biblical 
ignorance caused mistakes and inappropriate choices. 44 years of life passed before reading the Bible in 
its entirety. Joel 2:25 resonates, “Then I will make up for you the years that the swarming locust has 
eaten…” I’m eternally grateful for God’s abounding grace and patience with me and must remember to 
extend patience and grace to all people. My Faith in Jesus isn’t a label, it’s my identity. There is a correct 
time and place for all things. My relationship with the Lord never goes on hold. Some say dependency on 
the Lord is a crutch and has no place outside of church, especially, professional environments. I disagree. 
The Lord is much more than a crutch. He is my life support. Without Him I’m incredibly weak, yet as 
Philippians 4:13 tells us, “I can do all things through Him who strengthens me.”  Every honest job and 
career deserves dignity and respect. Bringing Faith with us, makes it natural to honor those qualities in 
everyone.  

kathy ireland Worldwide (kiWW) launched in 1993 from our kitchen table with a single pair of socks made 
from recycled soda bottles. kiWW is an inclusive team. Incredible people of different Faiths and people 
with none. Upon meeting the people who became my colleagues, I shared although I thrive with hard 
work, my priorities are my Faith in Jesus, our family and being of service through the work. These people 
embraced my priorities and we put boundaries in place to protect these commitments. More than three 
decades later, we’re family.  

At our start, we made and continue to conduct surprise factory inspections. Anyone cleans up if they know 
you’re coming. We learn by showing up unexpectedly. kiWW has invested hundreds of thousands of 
dollars in our human rights contracts. How everyone is treated is of the utmost importance. Philippians 
2:3 says, “Do nothing from selfish or empty conceit, but with humility of mind regard one another as more 
important than yourselves.” Some say this is counter intuitive for business. We disagree. With every 
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potential client we ask, “What can we do for you? How will partnering with us help you?” This, and our 
company vision of Teach. Inspire. Empower. Make our World Better. This vision comes from my Christian 
Faith.  

One way this vision is fulfilled is that new clients contribute to non-profits supporting the work of our 
Millennium Development Goals. Faith commands us to be good stewards of earth, to care for every 
creature, to love others, including our enemies and pray for those who persecute us.  

Hardwired Global, Free Burma Rangers, Voice of the Martyrs, Religious Freedom & Business Foundation 
and Open Doors are among non-profits we support for freedom of people throughout the world, who are 
being persecuted and murdered, because of their Faith, refusing to worship a mandated Faith or for 
having no Faith at all. 

Reject labels. They can cause us to assume incorrect information and worse, discrimination begins with 
labels. Scripture tells us the throne of God is made up of every tongue, tribe and nation. Every person of 
every race is fearfully and wonderfully made by God in His image. Racism, persecution, bullying and abuse 
of every kind are at variance with the Bible. God’s Word tells us His desire is that all would come to Him 
and that none would perish, yet, He gives us free will to receive or reject Him.  We show God’s love by 
honoring the free will of each person and encouraging all to bring their whole selves to work, Faithful or 
not. God’s love convicts us that we must love as He loves. We must give the same respect to everyone. 
Let’s commit in prayer and action to fight religious and all persecution of every kind, everywhere. 


